
What I (Don’t) Eat In A Day
Leading influencers on TikTok and Instagram warn against the proliferation of body-harmful

videos

TikTok Video by @jacquelinefransway

By Julia Griswold

“What I Eat in a Day” videos have become a popular trend this year, with over 6 billion videos
shared to TikTok and many more to Instagram. These ten second video compilations often begin
with a flattering selfie video of the user’s body, then include snapshots of their daily food intake.
The captions are tagged with themes such as “health” or “weight loss.”

Some of these videos show balanced meal plans, but many encourage dieting trends like coffee
for breakfast, avoidance of certain nutrients like sugars or carbohydrates, and counting calories.
While people cannot stop consuming these engaging videos, the influencers who create them
warn of the potential threat to their followers’ wellbeing.

An insider in the industry, Megan Shanley, 37, runs a food page on Instagram where she creates
high fiber recipes that encourage health and vitality. Shanley shares “everything I do for myself
in a day from a wellness perspective,” whether that be posting recipes or workouts she does. She
says, “I really want to show reality...I think you can tell when someone is genuine.”

https://www.tiktok.com/@jacquelinefransway/video/6915588416734350598?lang=en&is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v2
https://www.tiktok.com/@get_healthy/video/6893672902852480261?lang=en&is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v2
https://www.tiktok.com/@jacquelinefransway?lang=en&is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v2


She tells her viewers to be wary of health and wellness advice from other influencers, who may
be misleading. “I’m very honest with my account,” Shanley said, whereas other people “don’t
always show the workout they’re really doing, or what they're really eating.”

Mya Miller, 21, posts food related photos and videos on Instagram and Tiktok. Influencers are
highly motivated to create these popular daily food intake videos, she explained, despite the
problems they may cause. “Because they get so many views,” said Miller. “On my reels they
have maybe 10,000 views.”

TikTok Video by @HealthyishMya

While it may seem like these food intake videos are spontaneously filmed, they are actually quite
planned out, choreographed, and edited. “On the days I’m filming a ‘What I Eat in a Day,’” said
Miller, “I take the time to make everything look beautiful and I love sharing it, but also it’s a
problem because it’s very curated,” she says. Her followers see someone who eats “perfect”
every day, when in reality she eats pizza and other foods deemed unhealthy some of the time.

https://www.tiktok.com/@healthyishmya/video/6919329950457679109?is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v2&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6903342070401746437
https://www.tiktok.com/@healthyishmya/video/6919329950457679109?is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v2&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6903342070401746437


Miller admits, “If I’m just having a normal night with friends and I’m going out and eating pizza
at like 12 am, I’m not gonna post that because it doesn’t fit with my brand.”

Miller understands the potential harm these videos can cause, and she makes a conscious effort
to promote eating without restriction by including recipes with dairy, meat, and gluten. “I try and
make it as balanced as possible,” she said. She’s seen the videos “where people had a glass of
celery juice for breakfast. And I’m like, ‘Are you okay?’ And I never want to promote eating like
that to my followers.”

Other health and wellness influencers see their own experience with eating disorders as an
opportunity to educate their followers. After struggling with anorexia and orthorexia for years
before starting recovery, Alexa DaFonte, 23, now wants to educate her audience about how
unhealthy extreme dieting can be. “I think a lot of girls, especially health and wellness
influencers, come from a history of dieting, diet culture,” she said referring to a hyperfocus on
food rules and diet rituals which can be obsessive and unhealthy.

On her Instagram page @thebalanced_bite, DaFonte works hard to create recipes that are
nutritionally balanced, understanding that many of her followers struggle with eating disorders.
She mostly uses plant-based ingredients, but isn’t afraid of cooking with sugar, carbs and fat.
“These things are so demonized that I really wanted to talk about it more, make it more
normalized,” she said.

While she continues posting recipe ideas, DaFonte’s passion is educating her followers on mental
health. “I’ve had a lot of girls reach out to me about struggling with disordered eating. It made
me feel this sense of camaraderie, that I wasn’t alone. So many girls struggle with it, I was like
holy crap, it was so eye opening,” says DaFonte.



Instagram Post by @TheBalancedBite

While many health and wellness influencers continue to post harmful videos, others choose not
to. These influencers acknowledge the psychological damage that misleading diet advice can
cause to vulnerable followers, and choose to share their content with caution.

Gabi Burgin, 19, who’s first TikTok video went viral overnight, warns against taking the fitness
mindset too far. While she continues to post fitness inspiration to her 23,000 followers on her
page @gabiburgfit, Burgin believes in intuitive eating and a healthy relationship to working out.

“I’ve gone through a crazy restrictive phase where I lost tons of weight, started losing my period,
and my hormones were messed up. I don’t want people to go through the same thing so I don’t
want to get locked into this fitness mindset where you kind of go off the rails a little bit too hard.
I really try to preach moderation,” she says.

“I think it’s inevitable to see stuff on social media that is misleading. That’s the point of social
media,” said Burgin, “to show how perfect we are and to glamourize our day-to-day life.”

Some influencers see the culture around health and wellness changing for the better. Mya Miller
noticed that there’s more accountability and conversation now, when it comes to the promotion
of undereating. Miller says, “I watch ‘What I eat in a day’ videos now, and everyone seems more
aware. If someone is eating too little, the comments will be like, ‘People take note! This is not

https://www.instagram.com/p/CJyl45spw6d/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CJyl45spw6d/


how you should be eating.’ There is much more discourse about proper nutrition, which I think is
really important nowadays. And it’s good to see that trend kind of growing.”


